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Tub, Fish

'Pirates' Featured
On Series Nov. 13

Anchored
In Eatery
By LARRY ASCOUGH
Feature Writer
A bathtub, filled. with water
and inhabited by goldfish, was
discovered Wednesday morning
beneath the waterfall mural
which is painted on the wall at
the University Dining Hall.
Mrs. Mary Kirk, assistant
dietitian, said she and several
other employees found the tub
(with a "no fishing" sign attached) chained to the fountain
opposite the mural when they
arrived for work at 5:3.0. "I
have no idea how it got there,"
she added.
After finding the bathroom
fixture, Mrs. Kirk said she tele.phoned William Spotts; director
of food services, and he ins tructed her to have it removed.
The chain was secured by
two locks; one on the fountain
and one on the tub. According
to Mrs. Kirk, one of the employees broke them with a
jackhandle and the bathing device was unchained, placed on
a dolly and wheeled out.
Mr. Spotts said that a key
had been used to enter the
building but no one knew who
the culprit or culprits were.
Many theorized that it was a
sea food enthusiast hinting for
a ·meal of Carassius Auratus.
However, Nora Adkins, a dining hall employee, doesn't care
who performed the deed or
why they did it. She is adding
the goldfish to her collection.

Sir Tyrone Guthrie Is The Director
Of Gilbert And Sullivan Opera
By MARGIE WILLIAMS ·
Assistant Campus Editor
"The Pirates of Penzance", a light opera ' by GiLbert and
Sullivan, will be presented ·at the Antiist Series 8:30 p .m. Monday
Nov. 13. Tickets may be obtained Monday and Tuesd:,i.y at the
entrance to the North Parlor of · Old Main.
"The Pirates of Penzance"
under the direction of Sir Tyrone
Guthrie set a record for the
Stratford Festival of Canada
when it premiered there last
July. Announced for six weeks,
"Pirates" was witnessed by a
capacity audience of more than
47,380.
The date for the first Graduate
ORiGANIZED IN 1953
The Stratford Festival, organ- Rec·o rd Examination (GRE) to be
iz ed in 1953 with Sir Tyrone as given at Marshall will be Nov. 18,
its mentor and initial director to the Educational Testing Service
offer the best of Shakespeare in has announced.
North America, extended its
These examinations are repolicy for the first time a year quired for admission to a number
ago with the presentation of of graduate schools and, by an in"HMS Pinafore." Its success and creasing number · of donors of
this season's "Pirates" have given graduate fellowships. The GRE
rise to plans for an annual Gil- tests scholastic ability and adbert and Sullivan production.
vance levels of achievement in 16
"The Pirates of Penzance" is
different subject matter fields.
the first of the Festival productions to tour the United States.
A bulletin of information in
Projected for next year is a which an application is inserted
travelling company of "Pinafore."
may be obtained from the RegisThe "Pirates" production carries
a complement of more than 50 trar's Office or directly from the
singers, musicians and techni- Educational Testing Service_
cians, two settings and scores of (ETS) in Princeton, N. J. A comcostumes.
pleted application must reach the
PREMIERE IN 1879
ETS office at least l 5 days before
"Pirates" or "A Slave To the date for the examination.
Duty," thh LI in a sequence of the
full-length operas written by Wil1962 examination dates at Marliam Schwenck Gilbert and Ar- shall are: January 20, April 28,
thur Sullivan, had its world pre- and July 17.
miere at the Fifth Avenue Theatre in New York City on New
The November test will be
Year's E ve, 1879.
given at Morris Harvey College
After t he conclusion of its run and West Virginia Univ,ersity in
on March 6th 1880, it was pre- addition to Marshall. January
sented for the first time · in
London on Eas ter Monday. Like tests will be administered at
"Pinafor e" and "The Mikado," it Alderson Broadus College and
has sin ce been in almost contin- West ,Virginia University. In
uous performance in some part of April, tests w ill be given at C_onthe world. Its songs include "Poor cord College, West Virginia UniWandering One," "The Very
versity, Alderson Broadus ColModel of a Modern Major-Genlege,
and July tests at Morris
era!," and "A Policeman's Lot Is
Harvey College.
Not A Happy One."

Graduate Test
Dates Are Set;
Nov. 18th First

A Real 'Fishy Story'
A BATHTUB, inhabited by goldfish and chained to the water
fountain, was found beneath the waterfall mural in the dining
hall by employees when they came to work Wednesday morning.
Roger Stackhouse, Moundsville senior (left), and Larry Ascough,
Logan junior, stare in bewilderment at the bathroom fixture.

Dad's Day N~xt Year?

Parents' Day Is Tomorrow
By JIM CASTO
Staff Reporter
The mothers and fathers of the
members of the varsity football
squad will be h onored at tomorrow's Parents' Day.
The parents will have sideline
seats at the football game with
Ohio University at 8 p.m. Each
will be given a number to wear
identical to th.a t on their son's
uniform. They will be introduced
during half-time.
The Athletic Department will
have the parents as its guests at
a dinner at the University Dining
Hall.

No. 23

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

For those interested, tours of
the campus and the Men's Health
and Physical Education Building
will be arranged.
Ray Cumberledge, athletic publicity director, has suggested that
a Dads' Day or Wee kend be
scheduled for next year rather
than a Parents' Day.
Some suggested ideas for such
a weekend include a reception at
the Student Union, a special section for fathers at one of the football games, and the wearing of a
nametag or boutonniere by each
father.
Mr. Cumberledge s u g g est e d

that a Dads' Weekend each fall'
might become a major event on
campus comparable to the spring
Mothers' Day Sing. However, he
r,ointed out that such an event
could be planned only as a cooperative venture between the
Athletic Department, the Office
of Development and Alumni Affairs. and the Student Govern~ - - -- - - - - - -- - -~

National Teacher Examinations
Due To Se Given In February
Marshall has been designated
as a testing center for the 1962
nationwide adminis tration of the
National T eacher Examinations in
February, according to Luther E.
Bledsoe, registrar and director 'o f
admissions.
College seniors preparing to
teach and teachers applying for
positions in school systems which
encourage or r e quire applicants
to submit their scores on the National T eacher Examinations are
eligible to take the tests.
Candidates may take the common examinations, which in-

elude tests in professional information, general culture, English
expression and nonverbal reasoning. Also, each candidate may
ta_k e one or two of the 13 optional
examinations, designed to demons trate mastery of subject matter
in the fields in which they may
be assigned to teach.
Applications for the examinations and bulletins of information
may be obtained from Marshall
University or directly from the
National Teacher Examinations,
Educational Testing Se r v i c e,
Princeton, New Jersey.

A Military Man Has His Admirers
"THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE" will make their appearance on the stage of the Keith Albee
theater Monday, Nov. 13. The light opera will have a _run of two days and is presented by the Marshall University Artists Series. Fifty-three actors present the Gilbert and Sullivan creation which
is produced by Sir Tyrone Guthrie.
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By D. K. Kin'g

Marshall Antics
I filEAAJ WHEN You CLIMS
A f'/IOIJNTAJI\Jj '(ou 1 11E

THE'AE'.5 SbMfTHIN

A9ovr

Mo11111r.111N

RfPtLL.'( AcH It' VED

CLIM BIN~

tJMeTHING-/

ED.'

L 001< UT TH€1tE~ ED, SENIC
t,.AAWDE111'.! THlS W",L l.l,ST
~OAEVER, MAICiS V6iJ FeE'L
!AF'£'. 11''S SoL.IT>,/1AN,

Villesbrunne Makes Clear French
Views On Many World ·Problems
By BONNIE JEAN NELSON . years. There are 1,200,000 French is the fate of the entire free world.
Staff Reporter
cokmists living there many o-f He also said that he doesn't beM. Gerard de la Villesbrunne, whom are third, fourth, and even lieve Khrushchev wants a war. A
under-ambassador to the French fifth generation residents.
war would mean to destruction
Embassy to the United States,
( (Ed. Note: It should be made of 40 years of Russian progress
spoke to a large audience Tues- clear to all Marshall students that with the probability of Chinese
day at Convocation in Old Main th o s e attending a Convocation supremacy after the war was
auditorium.
are excused from a noon class for over.
Villesbrunne, in the Convoca- 10 minutes past the time of dislit wa-s explained that while the
tion and the later inform.al dis- missal from Convocation. If the European Common. Ma~ket · was
cussion, enlightened students on programs runs until 12:05, stu- cr,e ated in 1956 between six westthe French stand on such prob- dents have until 12:15 to get, to ern European countries, the initial
!ems as Berlin, the Algerian situ- their next class.)
impetus for the plan was given
ation, the European Common MarThe government maintains that when France and Germany de.ket, the United Nations,- and the while colonialism is impracbical cided to wrok for their nations'
progre,ss ·of French industries.
and almost imposible, }t must in- common good after the almost
.Speaking of French progress sist tha·t there French colonists total wreckage of World War II.
since World War II, he said the be assured complete freedom and The Market is now wocking tocountry has become much moce citize.n status under any new gov- ward a common political system
family conscious. In fact, at pre- ernment that might arise. Such according to Villesbrunne. He besent 30 percent of the French was not the case when the French lieves that in the near future the
people are under 18 years of age. pulled out of Vietnam, and the Co.mmon Market will embrace the
The youth of the country also government is trying to forstall entire free world.
seem to be more interested in a any mistreatment to colonists as
In speaking of the United Nastable government than their par- oocured unde_r the new govern- tions he compared the efficiency
ents and grandparents have been. ment in that country.
of the. original organizational setSince the war his people have had If a cease-'fire can be negotiated up with that of the present which
to remake an entire industrial with the rebel leaders, DeGualle's seems to be a Communist directprogram. Industrial output is up government hopes for a free and ed stumbling block.
THESE THREE UNIVERSITY students look happy. Why? Because 11 per cent this year ailone. They representative election to deterDuring the informal discussion
new walk lights have been installed at Fifth Avenue and Sixteenth are now the greatest radium pro- mine what the Algerians really later in the afternoon a4 the StuSt. This safety factor, plus cross-walks, was praised by President ducers in the world, and fourth in want. There would probably be dent Christian. Center VillesStewart H. Smith in a letter to City Manager R. M. Hoisington. production o.f automobiles and thre.e choices for the people. That brunne gave a resume' of the
planes. Vill~sbrunne gave these is: 1) Algeria remain a colony; morning talk and answered quesfacts as · a background for the 2) Algeria become a completely tions from the students. ' ·
French position on world ,a ffairs, independent natiion, and 3) AlCLASS ENTERTAINED
and to illustFate his view that geria become independent yet
Miss
Louise Burnette, chairman
"France
with
its
glorious
p
ast
is
keep
its
cultur:al
and
economic
Tau Kappa Epsilon, with the
of the Home Economics Departlowest score, 12, won the intra- living in the present and planning ties with France.
On Berlin Villesbrunne main- ment, and Miss Reva Belle Neely,
mural championship in the 2-mile for a productive future."
On the Algerian problem he tained that his government is head of the Home Economics Educross country race. PKA came in
cation Department, entertained
with 15 for second place and SAE emphasized that while France has against making any concession of
members of the · adult education
freely
granted
independence
to
14
West
Ber1in
to
the
Russians.
H
e
The year book class pictures for was third with 30.
Although SAE was third, one of its African holdings since 1954, stated that if such a consession is class with a buffet supper Sunthe 1962 Chief Justice will be
of their team members, Don Algeria presents quite a different made, the same thing will hap- day evening. Most of the girls in
taken next week.
attendance will be leaving for
Pictures will be scheduled in Wassum, took the individual situation. Algeria has never been pen as happened in 1938 under
their
student teaching centers
a
French
state
even
though
it
has
Hitler.
In
other
words,
the
fate
of
the Union Monday through Fri- championship with a time of 13
day at the following . hours: Mon- minutes and 37 seconds. Wassum been a possession for over 180 the two mi!Hon people in Berlin Monday.
day, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Tuesday, was one of the. medal winners
9:30 to 12 nooh and 7 to 9 p.m.; with the other four being: Pat
Wednesday, 9:30 to 12 noon; McDonald, TKE; John Quinter,
Thursday, 9:30 to 12 noon and 7 PKA; Sam McComas, TKE, and
to 9 p.m., and Friday, 9 a.m. to Steve Hill, PKA.
In other intramural action last
9 p.m.
Those students who cannot week, KA No. 2 lost a 9-0 forfeihave them taken at the Union ture to TKE No. 2 and PKA No. 1
next week will be able to have shut out TKE No. 1 13-0. Both of
them made at the studio the fol- PKA's TDs came on passes from ·
Max Lewis to Harry Underwood,
Bringing to Huntington
lowing week.
,
. The pictures will be taken by one for 10 yards and the other for
A Complete Line of Books
Photography, Inc., at 1416 Fourth 15 yards. Lew.is ran the extra
point on the first TD.
· Avenue.

New Wali ·Lights Installed

Tekes Win 2-Mile Race
CJ Class Pictures
Slated Next Week

DeWitt &· Son
938 THIRD AVENUE

Complete Line of
STUDENT SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

STUDY AIDS

LA T T A S
150Z Fourth A venue
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. .

Quality Paperbacks

Best Sellers

Language Dictionaries

Cook Books

College Outlines

Juveniles

"BOOKS ARE OUR BUSINESS, NOT A SIDELINE"

Phone 523-9433

PHONE 525-3917
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DICK'S BARBER SHOP
"For The Well Groomed University Man"

1454 FOURTH. AVENUE
By EBERLE
Tuesday for luncheon and · a
Staff Reporter
will
demonstration. Mrs. Mary Lou
Students from 48 West Vir- music.
Sanford, Appalachian home econginia counties are included in AMERICAN BALLET TONIG!IT omist, is hostes,s and will demMarshall's enrollment of 4,459 for
The Artist Series will present .onstrate food preparation.
the fall semester, according to the American Ballet Theater to- FHA TO HOLD INSTALLATION
Luther E. Bledsoe, registrar and night at 8:15, at the Keith-Albee
Sunday afternoon at th"? lab
director of admissions.
theater.
school there will be an }~HA
Included are students from 19
MIX TO BE HELD
Chapter installation. Mrs. Blankother states and six foreign
There will be a pay mix in the enship will be in charge and educountries. The overall total of Student Union Saturday night cation .teachers will participate.
4,459 is an increase of 407 over after the game.
This installation is for high school
last fall's 4,052.
NEW HOME FOR K.A.'S
students enrolled in the lab
SIG EPS HOLD DANCE
The Kappa Alpha social fra- school. The organization was
The Sigma Phi Epsilon fra- ternity will be moving into their started by the students under the
t~rnity will hold their annual new home at 1434 5th Avenue leadership of Mrs. Blankenship.
"Deep Purple" informal tonight some time in January.
KOP INITIATES FOUR
fro,n .9 to 1 at the Riverside Club
The purchase of this 14 room
in Chesapeake, Ohio.
house is the result of a six-year
OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE,>
drive for a new fraternity house.
University Hall will entertain APPALACHIAN TO BE HOST
with an open house Sunday from
The Home Economics Depart3 to 5 p. m.
ment :'ood preparation classes will
CHAPLAIN'S CLUB TO MEET be guests of the Appalachian
The Chaplain's Club will hold 1-_
Power
Monday
_ _Company
__;___::____
__:_::____and
_J.:____- " - -"--'-their first meeting at 4 p. m. Mon(a y in the lounge of the Campus
Christian Center.
·
This club was organized at
Leadership Camp this year to
provide chaplains of all campus
organizations and residence halls
with supplementary materials
and suggestions.
All chaplains are invited to attend this meeting.
INTERDORM DANCE SLATED
The American Legion will be
the scene of the Interdorm Dance

l===========================i
PHOTOGRAPHY. INC.
1416 FOURTH AVENUE

ANNOUNCES SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Film and Amateur Photo Equipment
Fraternity and , Sorority Dances
Job Application , P ortraits
Photo Finishing
Weddings
CALL 523-8954

LUCKY STRIKE

Annual College
Play Day Set

"Why do
you keep
looking
at me
like that,
George?"

WHAT HAPPENS ON CAMPUS SATURDAY NIGHTI If you could peek into an
average campus on Saturday night you would see students planning a hunger
strike and smoking Luckies, ironing their Sunday suits and 'smoking Luckies,
playing dominoes and smoking Luckies. College students smoke Luckies all the
time-and more of them than any other regular cigarette. If you go to college,
you should smoke Luckies. It's .expected of you.

Her Responsibility
DOLLY LOCKE, St. Albans senior, was responsible for the
make-up of today's Parthenon.
Dolly is a journalism major and
society editor of The PartheROD.-

"let's step
outside
and have

''Does he
have to
walk on
his hands

The annual College Play Day is
scheduled for Nov. 11 from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m., the Women's Athletic Association announced.
Re presentatives have been invited from West Virginia Institute
of Technology, West Virginia
State College, Morris Harvey College, West Virginia University,
Glenville State Coll-ege, Marietta
College, Marietta, 0., and Ohio
University, Athens, 0.
Team sports such as volley ball
and basketball, individual sports
such as ping pong and badminton,
and swimming are to be demonstrated in the Men's Health and
Physical Education building.

"SATURDAY
NIGHT"

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
@ A. T.

Cu.

Product of

JZ ~ J ~ - " J ' ~ is our middle name"

'
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Much Togetherness Is Too Much

N0nc0nf0rm ists
Are T00 Few
f

Wr·1ter Asserts

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ous; it has always been dangerous.
The majority does not want you
to think, it wants you to agree.
But the majority can be wrong
and it needs critics to keep it

alert. 1n spite of the danger, someone ·must take the chance and. be
different. Lincoln Steffens pointBy WALTER C. FELTY
ed out that the monkeys who took
Audio-Visual Director
a chance became men, while "the
Mark Twain felt Adam had a
mo n k e y s who didn't are still
good deal because when he said
jumping around in the trees maksomething worth while, he knew L-----------=------------------------------------~ ing f1;1ces at the monkeys who
no one had said it before. Others for our current pleasures; after
alarm you, you need merely as- did." Little change would occur
have said before what is present- all, we owe only ourselves and
sure yourself that, after all, He if the petrified masses merely
ed in this thesis today, but per- we are all in this together-so
did not actually mean what he did and believed as they have alhaps, like eating, the warning is how can it be wrong? Those who
said; He really meant something ways done and believed. Argued
worth repeating.
oppose such nonsense are called
quite different. Sunday is for re- Charles Brower, "It is change, not
We have too much togetherness reactionaries opposed to progress.
ligion-the rest of the week is for love, that makes the world go
today; too much for the indivi- We assume business leaders will
cheating your fellow man. Why around; love only keeps it popudual and too much for society. lie to seJ.1 . their products; we !isnot, we are all together in this lated." We do not want G. B.
The theory and practise of to- ten to such lies on radio and
mass hypocrisy; it's all relative, Shaw to be right when he sneergetherness has so ,permeated every watch them on television. But,
anyhow. Under the banner of to- ed "Men are what they were." In
facet of existence that struggling a,fter all, everyone lies-we are
getherness the church has work~ spite o.f the trend toward togeagainst the noxious enemy is like all liars together, so why blame
ed unstintingly to enlarge church- therness, individuality and nontrying to hold back the tidE?. the business man. Such a de.teriormembership, to build up church comformity are n e c es s a r y for
Should you like to enlist with the ation of moral fi.bre in economics
treasuries, and to expand physical change and prog,r ess. Learning to
sand bag detail, here. is what the bodes ill for the nation, but it
plants. But little has been done itch where you can scratch is easy,
togetherness clan preaches: co- chalks up a round . for togetherto make us better men. Whatever but it will bring few new muscles
operation is superior to competi- ness.
changes take place are defined into play.
tion; it is better to work in groups
as good, hence whatever is, is
I am not urging you to be difTHE EDUCATED EGO
than as individuals; we m u s t
right. God will take care of us, ferent just to be different. This
never hurt another's feelings beThe strength of educati-on has
and we will all make it to Hea- indicates immaturity, not intelli.cause to offend is inexcuseable; it been weakened !erribly by the toven since God loves us and is too gence and courage. But I am sugis better to be an average aJ.1- ge thernes the?nes, ":' h I c h have
good himself to hurt us. It is for- gesting that dissenters are needed,
round person than to be a genius stressed keeping child~e~ of the
gotten that Chdst taught that the even if the dissenters are wrong,
in one field; CO n f Orm in g and same ag_e toge ther even If I~ means
way is long and painful, and very to keep the majority alert. Socagreeing with others is desirable, prom?tJng the moro?s wit~ the
•
few wi11 reach the destination. rates was a dissenter and died for
1
while unorthodoxy and noncon- g ~ n , u _s e s: ~o avoid hurting a
Walter C. Felty, audio-visual But ministers m o re concerned his noncomformity. Ch r is t disformity is evil; the group is more child s id, hbi~o, or ~ome 0ther director and assistant professor with togethernes3 than with souls sented and paid with his life for
important than the individual· unseeable portwn of his anatomy, of social studies, joined the fac- find this easy to forget. Unde~ !he his heresy. The roll-call of hil\tory
and the way to find truth in al~ we. mus~ forego ~ll . d!scipline ulty in 1950 after graduating b a n n e r of togetherness religion is overflowing with lone mavemost any area is to take a vote which will ~eally dis~iplm_e, an~ from Marshall with a master of hc1s become a set of principles sel- ricks who have awakened arid
and see how the majority feels.
tr~st t_he child to punish himself. arts degree in history that same dom practiced. Some moderns, it called society to · a greater purThere is more than this, of It is vital for stude.nts to learn to year.
appears, believe almost nothing; pose. We admit this after their
course but the above criteria will play toge ther, talk toge ther, work
He now is working on his but most will believe almost any- deaths by building t e m p 1 es in
help y~u recognize the foe as he toge ther;. s~me .learn~ng .may oc- doctor's dissertation and ex- thing if presented under the guise their names and erecting statues
arrays himself fQr battle. Sup- cur,_ but it is more vital to learn pects to get his Ph. D. from of togetherness.
o ·t heir memories. Great scientists
pose we examine a few areas of to. live toge ther than to learn to Pennsylvania State University
rom Thales to Einstein have been
ASSEMBLY LINE ART
society to see what the adherents th mk. So we graduate ~tudents in the near future.
ridiculed
by a majority of their
In the area of the. arts the criof togetherness have managed to w~o cannot read or wr~te; but
His wife, Julia, currently is
colleagues, but we are to d a y
tics
tell
us
a
book
is
good
and
th1
th
th
accomplish-to see clearly just
s does ~ot bo er us, ~ince e teaching at Barboursville High
rateful that they had the courage
how dangerous this notion really colleges wil offer remedial work School and is a Marshall gradu- everyone is reading it; hence we
to think for themselves and to
read
the
book
and
applaud
it.
Art
to
please
them.
Grade
reports
ate
also.
is.
critics assure us that eerie daubs proclaim their views. T. H. Huxmust be watered down to be as
THE ORGANIZATION MAN
POLITE MOB RULE
of oil without meaning are art, ley was correct when he maininoffensive as possible; under no
Togetherness has changed the ircumstances must they rank one
Toogetherness urges that the and we rush to exchange our ained that "If individuality has
face of American bu.sine_ss and in- student a ga i n s t another-such majority is right in every area, money for such junk. After all, no play, society does not addustry. One does not climb to the competition is unthinkable. We but particularly in politics and we want to recognize art as quick- vance."
top now by sheer individual ef~ must give "nice" names to any- government, simply because there ly as the rest of the mob. · ForSO MANY SHEEP
fort, but by a d j u s t i n g to the thing which would offend, hence are more of them. But the major- eign designers tell us when to alCooperation &nd teamwork are
group. College graduates are hir- we call the janitor a "custodian• ity is more likely to be wrong ter our clothing sty.le, and we valuable and often necessary, but
ed because they can .acclimate he continues to sweep the floors); than a small educated group, if dare not question-to question is like a good steak, are ea s i l y
themselves to becoming an "or- playmates are the child's "peers" for no other reason than that the to be different, to be alone · in- verdone. Woz,k with others when
ganization man"; intelligence or (they still blacken his eye occa- majority contains more · outright stead of together. In .._music al- thers are needed to accomplish
skill is of little importance. Re- sionally); and the moron is now fools. Getting out more votes is most anything can become a best ome good end, but do not fear
search is done by t ea m s, who an "exceptional" child-which is not likely to improve government seller, frequently in exact pro- o spend time alone with your
spend three-fourths of their time quite satisfactory, since the deaf, if the new voters are as ign-orant portion to its sterility. After all, houghts. Too few stu'd ents spend
in committees drinking coffee and umb, blind, crippled, and geni- as the old. A thief is as likely to if it's a best seller, we certainly oo little time in reading, ponderagreeing with one another. The uses are also in the same classi- be elected as an honest man-and want a copy. Alas, alas, poor ·ng and meditating. It is diffilone scientist struggling in his fication. No one likes to be call- frequently is. If you do not a gree; creativity, I knew him well.
ult to do much thinking in the
laboratory is looked at askance, ed a moron, but we all like to simply take a good look · at your
Togetherness h as permeated
idst of a noisy mob. Do not fall
almost with dread. , Individual e "exceptional". The s c h o o 1 own city government- well, per- our social life to a degree unreal- or the silly notion that the group
talent is submerged in the group gaz,bage collector is a "sanitary haps you should look at some ized by the naive. ·Togetherness annot err; rather, examine ideas
of non-entities with whom cap- engineer", and when a child can- other government; no doubt your teaches that we must follow cer- or their sense and validity whatable men must work--or get out. not read or write.we simple point own is an exception. Fifty mil- tain rules of etiquette because ver their source. Have the courThis is true in spite of the fact out how · well integrated he is lion Frenchmen can be wrong, and hey are custom or tradition. They ge to believe and to stand up for
that many of our greatest scien- socially (i.e., he fights with the usually are, prompting Anatole are also often sheer nonsense, but
hat vou believe, regardless of
tists have worked alone and in best of them).
France to say "If fifty million who dares to be different. In the hat those around you may think
conflict with the majority of other
r say they think. The world is
We lump as many courses to- people say a foolish thing, it is ear 2500 graduates of the Mars
scientists. -Einstein would not be gether into one course as we can, still a foolish thing," after which Academy wi-11 walk across stage rammed with followers waiting
hired by most industrial giants for the goal is to teach less and Oscar W i I d e remarked "When in a long black gown and a · mor- for a leader. The trouble with totoday; if he did get by the per- less about more and more. This people agree with me I always tar board; after all, it is the cus- etherness is that we tend to folsonnel d i r e c t o r, he would be will turn out happy but ignorant feel that I must be wrong." Con- tom; it is togetherness': One must low one another in an endless
ousted very quickly. Three cheers individuals who are well-rounded sider that in any area the edu- never offend another. Hence on circle. Avoid accepting the nonfor togetherness.
and fitted to partake of all the oated, the reasonable, the capa·ble, his first date with a homely soror- sense that quantity is more im' SECURITY FIRST
leasures togethernesis offers. If the decent-are always in a mi- ity girl, the boy murmurs kindly, portant than quality; q u a I i t y
Togetherness has s h a p e d our the teacher· is uncertain as to nority. It is the mob which is "When I look into your eyes, darl- counts all the time everywhere.
economic thinking so that we de- what to teach, she can let the the majority, and it is as likely ing, time stands stiill." What he whether in the classroom or on
mand security from the womb to students aid her in lesson plan- to be wrong as tq be right.
really meant, properly translated, the football field. Certainly you
the t o m b. Political parties vie ning. Should students have probANTISEPTIC RELIGION
was "Baby, your face would stop will occasionally suffer if you
with one another in promising lems, they can counsel themselves
The fanatics of togetherness a clock!" But he was tactful and dare to be different; but it is immore and more security to more
and even discipline themselves, have :virtually sterilized religion. a believer in togetherness: he did portant that you be men ta 11 Y
and more people, particularly to
not want to offend. Many others faithful to yourself.
those who have least worked for since self-discipline is the finest "God", "heaven", "hell", and other avoided offending this girl until,
Some togetherness is good; too
basic religious terms with long
or least deserve such attention. It of all. Nor can this be wrong, relo,
she
became
a
beauty
contest
much
togethernes is too much for
makes people happy to spend gardless of what the vicious cri- and rather definite meanings now winner.
any of us. Almost the entire crew
mean
whatever
one
wants
them
money for pleasures, so it is no tics say: after all, everyone's dohas gone overboard on this idea
MONKEYS STILL
to mean. If the old meaning oflonger fashion t-o save; it is good
ing it, doing it. This has prompted fends you, why simply re-define
of togetherness, while the ship is
It
may
not
be
wise
for
one
to
Americanism to be in debt with
one
leading
educator
to
note
that
sailing
away in no danger o.f sinkspeak
his
mind
or
to
stand
up
for
it.
I,f
you
feel
your
religion
is
too
your neighbors and your government. Do not try to live within in this country we have a good difficult to live, simply join the what he believes is great an.d ing. It is about time we climbed
your income; live within your second c 1 ass education system. majority and live as you please. good and right. To be a _noncom- back on board and hanged togecredit. Let future generations ·pay Probably he was b~ing kind.
Should some teaching of Christ formist or a dissenter is danger- therness from the yardarm.

Walter C feltr

/
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Barron, Others
Help WMUL's
1st Broadcast

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T h e Shop of Youthful Fashions-----------------,

Tapes from West Virgi11ia Gov.
W. W. Barron and Congressman
Ken Hechler, as well as personal
visits from University President
Siewart H. Smith and some of
the administrative deans were
some of the high points as
WMUL-FM went on the air
Wednesday evening.
The radio station officially
signed on at 4 p.m. Some of the
programs included: a plug for
"Firebrand", the University Theater production to be seen next
week; a 5 p.m. news show; disk
jockey shows as well 'as many
other types of radio entertainment.
The station now broadcasts
Monday through Friday from 4
to 7 p.m. at 88.1 megacycles on
the F. M. band. The all-student
staff produces programs of national, stale and regional news;
campus announcements; music
and educational topics.
The music is varied and is
featured from 4 to 5 p.m.; dinner
music from 5 to 6 p.m. and uninterrupted classical selections from
6 to 7 p.m.
Present plans call for a complete opera to be featured one
night each week.
Except for occasional equipment tests and an eight-month
period in 1958, the station has not
operated since the studios were
installed in the Science Hall in
1~51.

Lack of operating funds has
prevented live broadcasting even
though most of the $90,000 worth
of equipment has been on hand
since 1951.
Stephen D. Buell, associate
professor of speech and director
of educational radio-television, is
the faculty adviser for WMUL.
TEAM PRACTICE SLATED
Teams will begin practice Monday for the volleyball division of
the Women's Intramural sports.
Approximately 12 teams will
re p res en t sororities, women's
independent organizations and
dormitories.

IF
WOMEN
ONLY
KNEW
... how em,y it is to protect themselves against one common form
of cancer!
Uterine c ancer, a maj o r cause
of death among women, could be
almost 100 pe r cent {;U rai:>ie ii discover ed in ti111e! Today a s imple,
painless examina t io n, the "Pap
Smear," makes it poss ible for
physicians to detect cancer of the
uteru s many months before any
danger signals a ppear.

OtJr film "Time and Two Women,"
will s how you h ow to guard
you r self against u te rin e
cancer. T o see it, call our
n earest offi ce, o r write to
"Cance r" in ca r e of you r
local post office.

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

Miss U. S. A. Jo Ann Odum wearing her MENsleeveless cardigan jacket, matching print
blouse and peggers for those leisure hours.

DOTA

FLANNEL PEGGERS

SUSAN THOMAS 3 piece outfit. Leather front
on the jacket accented with suede trim. Other
styles to choose from."

$12.95

PRINT BLOUSE

$5.95

CARDIGAN JACKET

$7.95

Store Hours
®

313 Ninth Street

Monday

9:00 a.m. ti! 8 :45 p.m.

Tue. - Sat.

9!00 a.m. til 5:00 p.m.
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Second English Examination Slated
for Dec. 9 In Science Auditorium
The English Qualifying Examination - a new requirement for
graduation - will be given for
tlie second and final time this
semester on Dec. 9, at 9 a. m. in
the Science auditol'ium.
Any student who is not certain
of his status regarding the examination should see Dr. A. M.
Tyson, chairman of the English
department, immediately.
Required to take the examination this semester are those students who, as of the beginning of
the semester, were within these
categories of semester credit
hours:
Engineering majors, 68-80
hours; all other students in fouryear programs, 58-70 hours and
students in two-year programs
with 47 hours or more.
The examination will consist of
a composition of approximately
400 words on a subject chosen by
the student from several provided
by the department in which he is
majoring. Time allowed for writing will be two hours. ID Cards
will be checked for admission to
the examination room. Paper will
be provided. Students will supply
their own pen and ink or ballpoint pen. Pencil-written compositions will not be accepted. Use of
a dictionary will be permitted,
but no other books or papers may
be br?ught into the room.
The students listed below are
to report to the Science auditorium at 9 a.m. Dec. 9:
Chance, Patricia; Dooley,
Georgia; Hale, Louetta; Humphrey, Judith,· Kirk, Millard; Knox,
Mary; Krauch, Arlene; Lahr,
Diane; Leadman, Vaughn; Leap,
Margaret; Leeber, Judith; Le·Master, Stephen; Lester, Patricia;
Lewis, Lowell; Lockhart, Karen;
Love, Mary; Lowe, Anneta, and
Lynd, Dale.
McCall, Nancy; McCallister,
Elaine; Mccomas, Frances; McDonald, Scott; McGann, Jane; McKinley, William; McMillan, Gary;
Mabe, Melanie; Machem, Elizabeth; Machmer, Elizabeth; Mahafey, Judith; Manns, Carol; Marshall, Carol; Martin, Helen; Mathews, Kaye; Maxwell, Robert;
Mayo, Pete, and Mazon, John.
Meadows, Franklin; Merritt,
Anna;. Messinger, Dorinda; Miett,
Carlton; Mills, Fannie; Mills,
Shirley; Miros, Therese; Mitchem,
Leora; Mohr, Larry; Monday,
Ernestine; Moore, James; Moore,
Jerry; Moore, Lelia; ·Moore,
Peggy; Morris, Byron; Morris,
Susan; Morris, Thomas, and Morrison, Jerry.
Murphy, Patricia; Musgrave,
John; Muth, Michael; Naylor,
Barbara; Nestler, Judith; Nicholas, Robert; Nicholas, Saundra;
Norman, Thomas; Nuetzel, Dorothy; O'Dell, Linda; O'Dell, Ruth;
Osburn, Byford; O'Shea, Sandy,
and Ott, Ruth.
Painter, Ronald; Parr, Bonnie;
Patrick, Timothy; Payne, William; Pemberton, Glenn; Perry,
Ella; Perrv, Ethel; Perry, Rory;
Petty, William; Phillips, Sybil;
Pierce, Clyde; Pinson, James; Pinson, Judith; Pizzino, Becky; Plybon, Lowell; Preston, Warren;
Pugh, Julian; Pullen, Jean, and
Puskas, Mary.
Raines, Ronald; Ransom, M.
Phillip; Rardin, Jeane; Ratcliffe,
Patricia; Ray, Beverly; Reardon,
Patricia; Reed, David; Rice,
Nellie; Richey, Vera; Riffe, Elsie;
Riffe, Gordon; Robertson, Carolyn; Robinson, Brenda; Robinson, Thomas; Rode, Donald;
Rogers, Chella; Ross, Glenda;
Ross, Ronald; Rossman, Michael;
Rothgeb, Rebecca; Royse, Linda;
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Runyon, George; Russell, Ella,
and Rymer, Nancy.
Saunders, Larue; Schilling,
Byron; Schroyer, Jerry; Selby,
Jackie; Sergent, Paul; Shaw,
Charles; Shea, Shirley; Shinn,
Barbara; Shumate, James; Shu:·, ate, Richard; Simmons, Jane;
Skeens, Denorie; Slack, Ernest;
Slagle, Judith; Smith, Chester;
S :n ith, David; Smith, Edward;
Smith, Emma; Smith, Leland;
Spencer, Joyce; Spencer, Robert;
S .anley, Caroline; Stanley, James;
S tarr, G. Howell; Steele, Jacqueline; Steiner, Michael; Stephens,
Ann; Stewart, Ronald; Stickman,
: vette; Stone, Sandra; Stone,
Reau~ner; Stump, John and Suthard, Clifford.
Taggart, Dorothy; Thabet, RoberL; Thomas, Dena; Thomas,
Frances; Thompson, Diana;
Thompson, Do 11 y; Thompson,
Linda; Todd, Clark; Toler, Patricia; Tolley, Richard; Treacy,
James; Trent, Carolyn; Tresnon,
Robert; Trevillian, Katherine, and
Turner, Judith.
Uhl, Judy A.; Uptol}, Jack;
Vance, Everett; Van Horn,
Joanne; Vanscay, Freddie; Varacalli, Mary, and Varney, Ruth.
Walker, Dixie; Walker, Donna;
Walker, Sarah; Walls, Nancy;
Wamsley, Rodney; Ward, Cynthia; Warren, Raymond; Weatherly, Linda; Webb, Rita; Webb,
William; Welch, Calvin; Wellman,
Fred; Whelan, Bonnie; White,
Clydeanna ; White, George; White,
Jo Ann; White, Rose; Williams,
Elizabeth; Williams, Norm an;
D' A
Witte, Lucy; Wix,
1
nne;
W.olfe, Gary; Woodford, Michael;
Wright, E 1 i z abet h ; Wysong,
Daniel, and Young, Phillip.

The following s t u d e n ts are
exempt b e c a u s e of receiving
grades of A or B in courses 102a
or 104a:
Adkins, Alice; Brown, Lois;
Cain, Sharon; Carpenter, Ernest;
Chandler, Trena; Dunn, Patricia;
Fields, Wanda; Haddix, Judith;
Harper, James; Hughes, Joseph;
Hutchison, Helen; Jarvis, Ramona; Jenkins, Brenda; King,
Aubrey; Light, Helen; Plybon,
Mary; Rohr, Joyce; Smith,

Stephen, and Wilson, Betty.
The following students will delay taking the examination until completing English 101, 102,
103, 104 or 215:
Archer, Rachel; Blake, Thomas;
Capehart, Ernestine; Clay, Wil1:am ; Collins, Roy; Cremeans, Patricia; Duncan, Marshall; Fox,
Charles; Gainer, Thural; Givens,
Ann; Greenlee, Mary; Hill, Stephen; Jones, Robert; Kincaid,
Thomas; King, Mona; Lee, James;
:,err.on, Russell , and Lieberman,
Brenda.
McChesney, B .e at rice; McLuckey, Betty; Maynard,- Virginia; Moore, Patricia; Nichols,
Sandra ; Parsons, Richard; Perry,
Kenneth; Rubin, Jerry; Scott,
Colonel; Sharousky, Caro I y n ;
Simmons, Donald; Sluss, James;
Thomas, Dolores; Thompson,
Shar\on; Vamos, Martha; Venturino, Judy; Wharton, Eva;
Wheeler, Saundra, and White,
Carol.

Art Exhibit Slated
To B·egin Monday
A collection of 39 prints by
three paintei:s of the post-impressionist period will be displayed at the Campus Christian
Center Monday, and remain on
view until Nov. 20. The exhibition
1s being circulated throughout
the United States by the Museum
of Modern Art, New York, N. Y.,
with the aid of a grant from the
Columbus Broadcasting . System
Foundation, Inc. This is the organization through which the
CBS makes contributions to educatic-nal and cultural institutions.
The exhibition is entirely from
the print collection of the Museum of Modern Art, and includes
works by Walter Sickert, Felix
Vallotton, and Paul Signac.
The exhibition is being sponsored by the Marshall Art Department, and is free to the public.
The prints will be on display
from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m. Monday
through Friday, and 9 to noon
on Saturdays.

Campus Inquirer
By NANCY CLAY
Staff Reporter

(Photos by Mike Woodford
Student Photographer)

.

QUESTION: How did you like
Homecoming?
P e g g y Shepard, Huntington
freshman:
I thoroughly enjoyed myself at
Homecoming but I wasn't especially pleased with the orchestr·a .
I also think that it was a disgrace
the way the students messed up
the stadium. The floats and decorations were beautiful and I honestly feel that Homecoming was
a huge success.
Matt Javersak, Weirton sophomore:
I thought that Homecoming was
real nice. The floats were exceptionally good this year and showed that a great deal of time was
spent on them. I do feel that the
Homecoming Committee co u 1 d
have chosen a better orchestra.
The conduct of the students was
good -and not too rowdy considering the circumstances.
Suzie Hamb, Man junior:
I thought that this year's Homecoming activities were well organized and the spirit was wonderful. But I didn't like the orchestra. The floats, in general,
were even better than last year.
Jim Cook, Huntington senior:
I thought that the Homecoming
dance was too crowded and too
wild. The orchestra was fair but

.
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Shepard

Javersak

Hamb
Cook
we_'ve had better. The students
didn't conduct themselves as college students should. Homecoming
is su.pposed to produce spirit but
I don't think it did. It was just a
fraternity, sorority competition.
The only time the students even,
showed any team spirit was un- '
der Swede's lee.dership.

The - Parthenon
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER
Established 1896
Member of West Virginia Intereolleeiate Press Association
Full-leased Wire to The Associated Press,
Entered as second c lass matter, May 29, 1945, at the Post Office at Huntlnitton,
Wes t Vlririnia, under Act of Coneress, March 3, 1879.
Published twice weekly durine the reeular school terms and once a week durin.the summer terms with the followinc exceptions:
November-The Thanks11iv: n11 holiday
December-The Christmas holiday of approximately two and one half weeks.
.January-The first. week of January which finishes the Christmas holiday.
The last week of January which is final exa1!1tna tion week .
Aoril-The week of Easter vacation.
May- T'1e last week of May which ls final examination week.
by Department of Journalism, Marshall University, 16th Street and 3rd Avenue,
Huntlnirton. West Vlrelnia.
1
Off- campus subscription fee Is $6.00 per year,
Activity fee covers on-campus student subscriptions at the rate of $2.00 per

Be Fashionable
Tab Collar Shirts

semester olus 50 cents for each sµmmer term.
STAt'F

Phone JA ~-8582 or Joumail&m Dept., Ex. 235 of .JA 3-3411
Edltor-in-Chie!
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. ... , , . . . . . . . . . . .Johnny Hines
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . John Warnke
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... . .. . . ... ... ..... ... • . .. ......... , . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank Childers
Asst. Campus Editor
. . . . ... . .. . .. .. , .. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . Mara:le Williama
Society Edito r
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Dolly Locke
Asst. Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . • . . . . . . . . . . . Reno Una:er
Feature Editor
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Archie Glaspell
Staff Photoa:rapher .. ... ... .. .... .. . . .. . ...... . . . . .• . . . , . • . . • . . . . . . . . Charlie Leith
Editorial Counselor
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COMMERCIAL

Pro.

& LITBO. CO.

PHONE JA 2-9)63

Tab collars are a must for the
wardrobe of the fastidious dresser.
For convenience, ease, and
comfOJ"t, just snap into style.
Available in fine fabrics of
elegant white, smart colors and
fashionable stripes.

ANGELO'S PIZZA HOUSE
No Minimum
No Cover Charge
No Enrtance Fee
Just come down and join the
Friday and Saturday Nite P.arty
Rick Desantis
owner

836 5th STREET W.
HUNTINGTON ,W. VA.

321 SHOP
Amsbary,. Johnson
321 10th STREET
Welcome Marshall U. FM Radio
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Second Squad Ready for Next Game
MAKING THEIR FIRST appearance on the gridiron last Saturday was the new second squad, a
unit set up to give the first string players a chance to rest during the game. The unit won praise
from Coach Snyder. Hopes are that the second team will be the deciding factor µi the game against
Ohio U. The members of the second unit line are (from left); Ron Mazeska, Dennie Skeens,· Roger
Jefferson, Doug Long, Ray Dennison, Mike Hicks and Jim Yoho. Backs are (left to right) Harper
Hill, Charles Fletcher, Gary Zickefoose and Richard Thomas.

Sig Green Grid Squad Will Meet
Tough Ohio U. Bobcats Saturday
er

RENO UNGE~

Ass1Stant Sports Editor
The Big Green will try out its
new found depth on the tough
Ohio University Bobcc1ts tomorrow night at 8 p.m. at Fairfield
Stadium.

I

"Ohio passes a great deal more
this year than they have in the
past," commented Charlie Snyder,
"
head football coach. Our pass defense has been giving us a lot of
trouble all year, but we're trying

Profiles Of The Week

PHIL CARTER
. . . Experience To Count

BOB BURGESS
... Sees 'Fine Team'

Bob Burgess
Bob Burgess is Marshall's 6foot, 8-inch, 200-pound senior
center and last season's captain.
He has been a regular since his
sophomore year, and averaged
14.5 points per game last year as
a junior.
Burgess was second leading rebounder in the MAC, and holds
last year's single game scoring
record with 32 points.
Hobbled for a great part of last
season with an ankle injury,
Burgess is reported to be in fine
physical condition for the upcoming season.
Burgess has the following comments on this year's squad. He
says that "this year's team should
be a fine one. I feel that the boys
are working together,. and seem
to have a much better attitude
than last. year's team."

Phil Carter
Phil Carter is a 6-foot, 5-inch,
177-pound Clarksburg junior who
came to Marshall two years ago
without a scholarship. He so impressed the coaching staff with
his shooting ability and power off
of the boards that he became a
frequent starter on last year's
varsity squad.
Carter, who averaged a 7.8
points per game last season, is a
probable starter this year.
He says that one of the major
factors controlling the team's
having a successful season this
year will be that of experience.
He believes that although he
"didn't score or rebound a lot last
year" he still feels "that by association with the other players,
watching and listening" he gained
a great deal of experience.
He also says, "this year I will
be better able to handle myself
in situations, both mentally and
physically, than last year."

to sharpen up in time for the
game."
The Bobcats are -a big team
with a line averaging close to 218
pounds per man, outweighing t}J.e
Big Green by more than twenty·
pounds apiece. "The Bobcats and
Marshall have had an off-againon-again rivalry going for years
and the team is really up for the
game. We should really give
them a run for their money," said
Snyder.
Snyder tried substituting with
a second unit during the Western
Michigan game last Saturday for
the first time and was pleased
with the results. "They didn't
make a definite contribution to
the game, other than to keep the
others from getting so tired, but
it was the first time they were
used as a unit and they did very
well considering their lack of experience," Snyder said.
The Bobcats, beaten so far only
by Kent State and St. Xavier, out
of six starts, is as tough as any
team we've played, according to
Snyder. They are basically a running team, but have been throwing a lot more this year than in
the past. The ground game will
be rough, but some of their tricky
pass plays have Snyder a little
worried too.
So far they have been sticking
to a T-formation or slot offense.
The Bobcats' threats are: tricky
quarterback, Babbitt, a strong
runner as well as a deadly passer;
250 pound tackle, Stude, and
powerful fullback, Wagner.
The starters against Ohio U .
will be much the same as against
Western Michigan last week with
the P.xception of the left end slot.
Snyder nasn't decided whether to
start-Jim Yoho or Bill Nardo. The
starting lineup as of Wednesday
is: Ends, Jim Michel and Yoho or
Nardo; tackles, Robert Maxwell
and Everett Vance; guards, Clyde
Pierce and Jim Keatley; center,
Rucker Wickline; quarterback,
Ralph May; halfbacks, Millard
Fleming and Zeke Myers, and
fullback Dixon Edwards.
CORRECTION
Two former members of the
Big Green basketball team were
not cut from the roster; instead
they quit the team, coach Rivlin
said. They are: 5-9 Steve Feola
and 6-5 Ben Chambers.
Dave Pugh (6-2) is still on the
team, Coach Rivlin added. This
means the roster stands at 13,
with Al Foddrell as possibly the
14th, since he's working out with
both the varsity and freshman
teams.

(Author of "I Was a Teen--age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

HUSBANDS,ANYONE?
It has been alleged that coeds go to college for the sole purpose
of finding husbands. This is, of course, an infamous canard, and
I give fair warning- that, small and spongy as I am, anybody
who says such a dastardly thing when I am around had better
be prepared for a sound thrashing !
Girls go to college for precisely the same reasons as men do:
to broaden their horiwns,. to lengthen their vistas, to drink at
.the fount of wisdom. But, if, by pure chance, while a girl is
engaged in th~ meritorious pursuits, a likely looking husband
should pop into view, why, what's wrong with· that? Eh? What's
wrong with that?
The question now arises, what should a girl look for in a
husband. A great deal has been written on this subject. Some
say character is most important, some say background, some
say appearance, some say education. All are wrong.
The most important thing- bar none- in a husband is health.
Though he be handsome as Apollo and rich as Midas, what good
is he if he just lays around all day accumulating bedsores?
The very first thing to do upon meeting a man is to make
sure he is sound of wind and limb. Before he has a chance to
sweet-talk you, slap a thermometer in his mouth, roll back his
eyelids, yank out his tongue, rap his patella, palpate his thorax,
ask him to straighten out a horseshoe with his teeth. If he fails
these simple tests, phone for an ambulance and go on to the
next prospect.
If, however, he turns out to be physically fit, proceed to the
second most important requirement in a husband. I refer to a
sense of hun1or.
A man who ca n't take a joke is a :nan to be avoided. There
are several simple tests to find out whether your prospect can
take a joke or not. You can, for example, slash hi1:1 _tires. Or burn
his "Mad" comic.'I. Or steal his switchblade. Or turn loost: his
pet raccoon. Or shave his head.
· After each of these good-natured pranks, laugJ:i gaily and
shout "April Fool! If he replies, "But this is February nineteenth," or something equally churlish, cross him off your list
and give thanks you found out in time.
But if he laughs silverly and calls you " Little Minx!" put.
him to the next test. Fii:d out whether he is kindly.

The quickest way to ascertain his kindliness is, of course, to
look at the cigarette he smokes. Is it mild'? Is it clement? Is it
humane? Does it minister tenderly to the psyche? Does it
coddle the synapses? Is it a good companion? Is it genial? Is
it bright and friendly and filtered and·.full of dulcet pleasure
from cockcrow till the heart of darkness?
Is it, in short, Marlboro?
If Marlboro it be, then clasp the man to your bosom with
hoops of steel, for you may be sure that he is kindly as a summer breeze, kindly as a mother's kiss, kindly to his very marrow.
And now, having found a, man who is .kindly and healthy
and blessed with a sense of humor, the only thing that remains
is to make sure he .will always earn a handsome living. That,
fortunately, i.s easy. Just enroll him ;n engineering.
*

*

*

©

1061 !\'lax Sh ulm1m

Joining Marllioro in bringing you this column throughout
the school year is another fine product from the same
makers-the king-size, unfiltered Philip Morris Commander.
Here is pure, clean smoking pleasure. Try a pack. You'll be
welcome aboard!
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Physics Department Chairman
Will Represent West Virginia
Dr. Donald C. Martin, chairman
of the physics department, is
representing West Virginia in a
regional counselor program in
physics.
This program, designed to improve the quality of high school
physics teaching, is under the direction of the American Association of Physics Teachers and the
American Institute of Physics. It
will be financed by initial grants
from these organizations. College
professors · and physicists have
been appointed to attend this
program in 40 states and Puerto

SHARON GRIFFITH, Pineville sophomore,
shows off her culottes. With them she wears the
popular Shetland cardigan.

Rico.
The major area to be stressed
in the f irst year of the program
is the improvement of the teaching of high school physics. at the
local level, emphasizing effective
teaching, a well-designed physics
program,·sufficient apparatus and
books, and the best use of laboratories and classrooms.
The regional counselors were
chosen for their competence in
physics, interest in improving
physics teaching, and the ability
to work effectively at the local
level toward this objective.

THE NORTHERN LOOK is worn by Mary Ann
Budzinski, New Haven, Conn. freshman. This
outfit includes headband, kilt, and knee socks.

The· Fashion Parade
I

Northern Styles Invade Campus
By DOLLY LOCKE
Society Editor
MARGIE WILLIAMS
Assistant Campus Editor
With a chill in the air Marshall
coeds are replacing their cotton
shirtwaist dresses and cotton.
skirts with knee socks, wool
skirts and heavy sweaters.
The influence of northern college s ty les is evident on Marshall's campus this year. The
coeds are wearing more knee
ticklers, knee socks and Shetland
cardigans. Other northern styles

include brown leather loafers
worn without socks, sweaters tied
around the neck by the sleeves
and headbands of grosgrain ribbon.
Collegiate styles in sweaters
this year include Norwegian ski
sweaters, cardigans with printed
or woven all-over designs in
jacket styles, and bulky V-necks.
Several coeds are converting
their old crew-necks into cardigans by sewing two rows down
the front to prevent raveling, cutting between the two rows and
then attaching grosgrain ribbon
to the edges.
More hand knit sweaters, many
of which are products of the past
summer's leisure hours, are appearing on campus this fall.
The chemise may have gone
and the trapeze never really
came in, but their influences are
still seen in the loose or semifitted tops and flaired skirts.

One of the popular n ew skirt
styles this year is the slightly
flaired gored skirts and still popular are last year's pleated styles.
Kilts and culottes are popular for
class wear.
Another version of the flaired
skirt is the wrap-around which
ties at the waist in front. Suede
and corduroy are used for this
style.
Other popular fabrics for skirts
this year include black and white
or brown and white herringbone
tweed and glenplaids.
Colors are bright this year many blues and kelly greens; but
there has not been m uch evidence
of the · n ew rose-violet called
magenta on campus.
Coeds are still wearing ch-cle
pins, scarab and charm bracelets.
Monagramed circular pins about
the size of quarters are becoming popular along with the little
wooden mice ins.
I

Theses & Term Papers Expertly Typed
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CALL

JANE GILES LEITH

RE 6-5095 after 6 P.M.

HESSON'$ PHARMACY
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The bulk
of the news
in sweaters!

10.96 12.96
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Stitches ol subsfanee bulk up Into hr.ave
ne\\· sweace1• beauties for you.- casual rash•
Jon life. Solid ec,1ors. or beautified wJtlI

1524 6th A venue

the gleam ol n1etal embroidery, and flower•
C'.'olor 11rinhi, ia yarns so tranquillzint for

Student Ohecks Cashed Free (With I.D. Card)

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

COSMETICS

•

JAN STRICKLAND, St. Albans
senior, wears a suede wraparound in the new flared style.
This style is easily copied by
coeds who sew. The skirt also
comes in corduroy.

the lady " 'ho washes her ow• :

ROYAL

TYPEWRITERS

Large selection -

late models _for rent

RENTAL: One month $5.00
Three months $13.50
(Rental may be applied topurchase)

'IYPEWRITER REPAIRING - ALL MAKES - I FREE ESTIMAT
.

SPURLOCK'$ INC.
Exclusive Distributor
1318 4th A VENUE

PHONE JA 2-8264

Popular long c:oat sweater, shawl collar, white.
colors, 36-40. orion acryl ic - -- - .. 12.95
V-neck cardigan with hand-knit look, luxuryf ine Ant ron, wh ite. colors - --- -- ·· 12.95
.C~anel-type jac:ket, all-over Norwegian design·. Orlon Saye lle acryl ic, 36-40_ - - 10.95
Flower - printed wool boxy .cardigan, long
sleeves. 36 to 40 ... . _ --- - ··· _ _ _ 10.95
Chanel-type jacket with metallic:.-embroidered
flowe r design, M- L, 1_0.95. X-L __ 11.95.
-A-N moi" floor sportswear

'

